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ABOUT THE SHOW
StickerGiant launched the Stickers on the Mic
Podcast in 2017.
We amplify our show through our various
platforms and channels, which reaches a monthly
combined of audience of 50,000.
You can ﬁnd the show on all the major streaming
platforms, really wherever an RSS feed exists.
For each episode, we update our podcast page on
our website to hold the embedded SoundCloud so
people can listen, and we included highlights from
the show and images of your products along with
the video.
The host of the show is Andrew, our Brand
Journalist on the Marketing team.

AUDIENCE: METRICS AND REACH
Our website
StickerGiant.com
receives roughly

200,000
monthly website visits

Our newsletter reaches nearly

60K

with an open rate of around
16% and a click through rate of
1.2%

We’re going to do our best to get

YOUR STORY

out into the world because it’s
worth sharing.

Each episode is shared to our
YouTube, Vimeo Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, Pinterest, TikTok and
LinkedIn.
We boost posts on Facebook to a
targeted audience that’s relevant to
your business.

THE INTERVIEW
We conduct the interview over Zoom. Andrew, our Brand Journalist, is your host, and you’ll talk for around 30 minutes.
We use the video on our YouTube and Vimeo channels.
You’ll hit on the topics of business, growth and marketing. You might talk about the design of your logo or the branding
process you went through. Each guest is diﬀerent and has a unique perspective on their space as a subject matter
expert.
You’ll do a quick pre-interview and soundcheck before starting the recording.
We do a short intro and “how you got here” section and then we dig into where you’re at with your business and where
you’re going. It’s casual, but we want to deliver actionable service to our audience about those top three content areas.
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PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW
No one knows your business like you do, and that’s what we want to share
with our audience.
On the day of the interview, ﬁnd a quiet place and try to see how your
background looks and how you’ll present on camera. You can totally use the
Zoom backgrounds or blur out your background so you pop oﬀ the screen
when you’re talking. Test the audio as well if you’re not sure. Otherwise, we’ll
do a soundcheck to start the recording. If you have products to share on the
call, that’s great. We use both the audio and the video, and we share pictures
via social media.
If you have a preferred headshot and product shots that you’d like us to use
on our website and on our socials, please share them with Andrew via email.

EXAMPLES
PODCAST PAGE

Head online to see more examples:
stickergiant.com/podcast

YOUTUBE

Listen in as Tisha shares how
PrePOPsterous started in a
home-based kitchen, evolved to a
basement factory, and eventually
launched into a retail space in the
middle of a pandemic. (WATCH)

CONTACT/SCHEDULING

Andrew Matranga
Questions? Text 303.917.5017
Email:
andrew@stickergiant.com

BUSINESS. GROWTH. MARKETING

